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Achievement Pack user guide
What is the Achievement Pack?
The Achievement Pack is a personalised record of achievement that a young person can
create when they’ve completed their Duke of Edinburgh’s Award using eDofE.
We have used the valued parts of the old Record Book to create a relevant and inspirational
record of a young person’s adventure with the DofE.

Content
A) How to access the Achievement Pack
B) What is in the pack?
C) What information is pre-populated?
D) What do the young people fill in?
E) Creating the Pack
F) What happens once the Achievement Pack is completed?
G) Printing options for the Achievement Pack
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How to access the Achievement Pack
Access to the Achievement Pack is only available to participants once their Award has been
completed and approved by the Licensed Organisation, or Regional Office for Gold, in
eDofE.
Participants will be sent a direct email shown below:
You can now create your Achievement Pack so why not make a start today? It’s so simple,
just sign into your eDofE account and click the new Achievement Pack button where you can
immediately start to create your own personal memories of your DofE experience. Please
remember that your images will only be stored by the Achievement Pack system for 90 days
but you will receive a reminder before that time.
Participants’ data is transferred automatically into the Achievement Pack system. This data
is transferred in batches and will take one hour for the data to be available to create their
Achievement Pack.
After the one hour data transfer period, a participant can log back into their eDofE account to
find the correct level ‘Click here to start’ button. Once this button has been pressed, the
participant will be transferred to the secure DG3 site to start work on their Achievement
Pack.

The pathway to the DG3 site where they will create their pack is a secure path and site.
DG3 use the web address https:/www.i-comdirect.com. Schools should allow this site.
The programme also uses Adobe Acrobat and pop-ups. Please be aware that pop-ups
usually show in a yellow bar at the top of the screen which you will need to allow. Pop-ups
on a Google tool bar show differently as a little icon with an exclamation mark within your
tool bars at the top of the screen.
There will be a session timeout of 30 minutes to keep this site secure.
Please note: The Achievement Pack programme uses flash 10.

What is in the pack?
There are place holders within the pack where Participants are required to place their
evidence; they have the option to create captions underneath each place holder. Some of
the content of the Achievement Pack is pre-populated as detailed later in this document.
Please note: All placeholders and some captions are pre-populated to give examples.
All these can be changed.
There is also free text space under three questions in the reflective ‘what this section meant
to me’ segment. These are leading questions that prompt young people to think about their
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self-development and the impact the DofE has had on them, as well as the impact they have
had on others. This text is not approved by a Leader as it is personal reflection.
There is a character limit on all text fields. The fields imported from eDofE have been limited
within the eDofE system to fit the space within the Achievement Pack. A warning will show
when you have reached that limit. The free text fields within the Achievement Pack have
been given a character limit dependant on space within the pack.

Personal evidence in the pack
Personal evidence is the evidence a young person has added into their eDofE account
which has been submitted and approved by a DofE Leader. At the moment the Achievement
Pack can only use JPEG files. All evidence will show in personal evidence gallery within the
Achievement Pack for the young person to place where they wish. There is free space for
captions beneath each piece of evidence for participants to add in comments about their
best/funniest moments, biggest achievements or explanations of the evidence.
There is space for self-reflection with some prompting questions about their overall
experience and each section. At the end there is space for their Leader to write their own
comments and congratulations.

Evidence Quality
- Only evidence that has been uploaded into eDofE and in a JPEG format can be used within
the Achievement Pack.
- All photos that are uploaded directly into eDofE from a camera should be a minimum of
one megabyte to look clear within their packs. Participants can still upload photos of a lower
resolution; the system will warn them it is of low quality but will not stop them uploading it.
They may then choose to use this in a smaller place holder.
- Please note scans must be scanned in the right way up onto eDofE as there is not a facility
to rotate pictures within the Achievement Pack software. If scanning Keeping Track booklets,
please ensure participants scan them one page at a time and crop out any white space in
order for it to be a good size and readable in the place holder.

Data Quality
Data is transferred to the Achievement Pack template to pre-populate some fields so please
be aware of the following:
- Spelling within eDofE cannot be edited within the Achievement Pack. Please ensure
spelling is correct before the evidence is approved.
- Letter case can also not be amended within the Achievement Pack template.
- The volume of photos cannot be added to once the Award has been approved and a
participant is creating their Achievement Pack. There will be a photo library of 160 general
images that can be used if a young person does not have enough images within a certain
section for example.

What information is pre-populated?
The following information is either pre-printed or automatically generated from the data held
within eDofE:
- The young person’s name, centre, Licensed Organisation and Leader.
- Overall information about DofE programmes, benefits for young people and what each
section is about.
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- The activity chosen, the young person’s specific goals and length chosen for each section.
- Each section is separated, using the DofE’s sectional colours. Information about the aim,
principles and benefits of each section is included to help young people to reflect and to see
the impact doing their DofE has had.
- An image of their certificate and badge is included at the end of the pack, personalised with
their name.
Please note: Evidence cannot be added or edited once the Award has been approved.

What do the young people fill in?
The following information requires populating by the young people:
- Placeholders for evidence need to be populated by participants choosing which pieces of
evidence they want to place into their Achievement Pack.
- There is space for captions under each placeholder that are optional to be filled in. Some
are pre-populated with examples.
- Reflective comments for the Section overview. The questions give the participants an
opportunity to reflect on what they have done. There is space under each question for
participants to answer these questions (as seen below).

- If any of the above are not completed they will just be left blank within the template. This
can be viewed by PDF before committing to the pack being finished.
- Two additional evidence pages per section can also be added if participants have lots of
evidence.
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Creating the pack
After the participant’s data and evidence is exported to DG3 and the participant has hit the
‘Click here to start’ button, they are taken to the DG3 site.
Participants will create an Achievement Pack for their level – Bronze, Silver or Gold – and
create their own personal book by choosing their evidence to appear in the placeholders.
The correct template will be provided; they do not choose their level. Their personal batch of
data will also be present ready for them to create the pack.
We currently have a stock image library of 160 varied photographs for young people to use if
they do not have enough evidence.
On entering the site you will see the home page as seen below.

The first stage ‘start’ is to get your personal evidence gallery. This will open in a separate
window and should be used as the key when selecting evidence to go into the place holders.
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There are then 5 simple steps to follow, where you are taken through the process, creating
the Achievement Pack section by section.

There is a save function so participants do not have to complete the pack in one go.
However, participants will need to complete and save a whole section; if they exit the system
without saving that unsaved section will be lost. There is a reminder at the start of each
section that they will need to save.

Participants get a total of 90 days to complete their pack.
Participants must not use the back buttons within the browser but the back buttons
provided on the building screen.
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What happens once the Achievement Pack is complete?
Once the pack is complete participants can preview their finished pack on screen. They can
choose whether the pack is finished or whether they wish to make changes.
Once a participant is happy the pack is complete they will confirm this and receive their free
PDF version.
They are also presented with the option to publish their pack into other formats – printed
hardback or printed leatherette (there is a cost associated with these).

Printing options for the Achievement Pack
All participants can order a free PDF version of their Achievement Pack to share with friends
and family either by e-mail, printing or adding to a social networking site.
They can also choose to professionally publish/print their Achievement Pack through DG3:
- A hardback, screw-bound version will cost £18 each. (Gold shown below)
- A leatherette version with embossed logo will cost £25 each. (Black leatherette shown
below)

Participants can purchase these direct from DG3 using secure payment site, Paypal. Their
Achievement Pack will then be delivered within two weeks to the delivery address they have
provided.
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